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Abstrat. Self-e�ay positively mediates performane, persistene, and aa-

demi outomes, and its measures are known to have strong levels of preditive

validity in eduational environments. Although investigations into self-e�ay are

present in engineering eduation, there are few studies within the sub-disipline

of engineering graphis. Self-e�ay researhers are onsistent in the literature

that measures of the onstrut must be domain-spei�. To date, little exami-

nation into a self-e�ay instrument spei� to engineering graphis exist. This

study investigates the psyhometri properties of the Three-Dimensional Model-

ing Self-E�ay instrument spei�ally developed for engineering graphis and

presents the methods and �ndings of a psyhometri investigation of that instru-

ment using a population of 503 undergraduate students enrolled in an introdu-

tory engineering graphis ourse. This investigation inludes reliability metris,

orrelational analysis, exploratory fator analysis, and regression analysis. The

Three-Dimensional Modeling Self-E�ay instrument examined in this study was

found to have strong evidene of reliability and validity, and exploratory fator

analysis revealed a single fator struture underlying the instrument. The Three-

Dimensional Modeling Self-E�ay instrument also appears to have evidene of

preditive validity for student �nal ourse outomes.
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1. Introdution

Engineering graphis is a required area of study for many engineering programs, and these

ourses have some of the highest enrollment in STEM eduation [30℄. Although not spei�-

ally engineering, literay in engineering graphis ommuniation is neessary for suess in
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engineering professions. Engineering eduation's long history of utilizing graphis linguisti-

ally ontinues to be the preferred method for the ommuniation of designs and ideas [7, 9℄.

With the rise of omputer use to near ubiquitous levels in ollege oursework over the last

quarter-entury, three-dimensional modeling has beome a entral omponent in most engi-

neering graphis programs and has beome a hub for all engineering ommuniation ativities

[6℄.

The Areditation Board for Engineering and Tehnology (ABET) has, for the aredi-

tation of engineering programs, a riterion that programs must have doumentation of stu-

dent abilities to ommuniate e�etively�Criterion 3(g)�and a proposed hange whih adds,

�with a variety of audienes� (Areditation Board for Engineering and Tehnology) [1℄. De-

spite there not being a spei� referene to engineering graphis, the preferene for graphial

ommuniation in the broader engineering �eld generally and in many sub-disiplines (i.e.,

mehanial and ivil engineering) plaes engineering graphis as a foundational ourse within

engineering urriula. As suh, this researh was onduted at a large publi university with

more than 10,000 undergraduate engineering students, many of whom are required to take at

least an introdutory engineering graphis ourse.

A major omponent of modern engineering graphis ourses is the use of omputer-aided

design (CAD) software. A reent study of university-level engineering graphis instrutors

found that nearly 95% of these ourses required the use of CAD software as part of the ourse

[32℄. Further, the same study found the ability to visualize and reate three-dimensional solid

omputer models were objetives in 77 and 72 perent of ourses, respetively. Sutton et

al. [32℄ also noted that greater than half of the students' �nal ourse grades were determined

by their tehnial ability of whih CAD-derived artifats were required in nearly all of the

ourses studied. Of the top four work types assessed in these ourses, omputer generated

assemblies (90%), omputer-generated engineering drawings (69%), and omputer-generated

3D models (69%) are represented with only tehnial skething being more prevalent (92%).

Digitally fabriated models, whih still require the use of three-dimensional modeling software

to reate, were the next highest type of assessment, with only 15% of ourses requiring them.

Provided the prevalene of CAD in these ourses and the extensive use of three-

dimensional modeling software within these ourses, it is important that eduators, instru-

tional designers, and researhers understand all of the relevant ognitive and non-ognitive

fators that might impat student learning and ahievement with respet to suh a ommon

omponent of engineering eduation. Self-e�ay, as a known in�uener of aademi perfor-

mane [20℄, is one suh non-ognitive fator. This study examines the psyhometri properties

of a self-e�ay instrument purported to be designed for three-dimensional modeling.

2. Self-e�ay in Engineering Eduation

Self-e�ay refers to a person's belief in his or her ability to muster the requisite intrinsi

resoures neessary for suessful task ompletion [31℄. The identi�ation of self-e�ay as a

personal fator within soial ognitive theory is further supported by Bandura's harateri-

zation and referene to self-e�ay as �people's judgments of their apabilities� [2℄ and those

beliefs being entral to the mehanism of personal ageny [3, 19℄.

Self-e�ay, as a known mediating fator between behavioral dispositions, ognition, and

behavior that, in turn, in�uenes the aademi performane of a student [20℄. Along with

researh supporting the mediation e�et of self-e�ay beliefs on aademi performane and

goal attainment, researhers have found self-e�ay also mediates aademi e�ort, persistene,
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and perseverane [28℄. Self-e�ay has also been shown to be positively assoiated with

performane among introdutory engineering graphis students [24, 25℄.

A student's ability to omplete aademi tasks is a diret result of their performane. This

performane is mediated by the student's on�dene about his or her ability to summon the

needed ognitive, motivational, and ational resoures for suessful task ompletion within

that spei� ontext, or self-e�ay [4, 31℄. Self-e�ay is known to be domain and task

spei� and is not onsidered to apply to general topis and subjets, but rather, onsiderably

more spei� judgments about one's apabilities [21℄. The spei�ity of self-e�ay measures

is an important onsideration as self-e�ay is a preditive fator for student performane

[38℄.

Zimmerman [38℄ ontends that self-e�ay beliefs are orrelated with domain-spei�

self-onepts. However, measurement of student levels of domain-spei� self-onept beliefs

do not have the same preditive validity as self-e�ay beliefs. For example, a domain-

spei� self-onept related to a general belief about ompetene, suh as understanding

the engineering design proess, does not have the preditive ability of the self-e�ay belief

related to evaluating and testing a design [12℄. Along with researh supporting the mediation

e�et of self-e�ay beliefs on aademi performane and goal attainment, these beliefs have

been found to have this e�et on attainment due to their in�uene on e�ort, persistene, and

perseverane [28℄.

Self-e�ay has been shown to be positively assoiated with performane among introdu-

tory engineering graphis students [25℄, and as having a signi�ant impat on the eduational

outomes and persistene in aademi settings [4, 20, 28℄. Self-e�ay has also been identi�ed

as a preditor of ahievement and persistene among engineering students [22, 29℄. In addition

to the positive relationship between self-e�ay beliefs and aademi suess and persistene

generally, an individual's level of self-e�ay beliefs in engineering domains is known to be

signi�antly assoiated with the aademi outomes of ollege engineering students spei�ally

and, by extension, their hoies to pursue and persist in engineering [16℄.

There exists a body of evidene that self-e�ay plays a signi�ant role in prediting

student outomes and persistene in engineering eduation lasses. Signi�ant assoiations

have been found between self-e�ay and aademi outomes with regression analysis sug-

gesting that self-e�ay beliefs ontribute a signi�ant amount of unique variane toward

the predition of student aademi outomes [20, 35℄. This researh ontinues to on�rm

the positive assoiation between self-e�ay and student aademi outomes. Contemporary

researh ontinues to validate assertions of the preditive nature of self-e�ay in engineering

eduation. With a sample of 728 students, Mamaril and her olleagues [23℄ found that engi-

neering self-e�ay was the only signi�ant preditor of ore engineering GPA and explained

as muh as 56% of the variane explained by all of the preditors in the study. When spei�

engineering major ourse grades were isolated, 78% of the variane explained by preditors

was aounted for by the student's self-e�ay levels.

3. Researh questions

There is a lak of domain-spei� instrumentation to examine self-e�ay within the �eld

of engineering graphis. This study builds on two previous investigations into the psyho-

metri properties of a Three-Dimensional Modeling Self-E�ay (3DSE) sale spei� to a

fundamental pro�ieny within the domain of engineering graphis [14, 13℄. The following

questions guided this researh:
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1. What is/are the underlying latent onstruts for the items in the domain-spei� 3DSE

sale?

2. Is there evidene of validity in the domain-spei� 3DSE sale?

3. What e�et does a student's 3DSE have on their aademi outomes in an undergraduate

introdutory engineering graphis ourse?

4. Is there evidene of reliability in the domain-spei� 3DSE sale?

4. Methods

4.1. Partiipants and setting

Partiipants in this study were undergraduate students at a large, land-grant university in

the southeastern United States. Partiipating students were enrolled in an introdutory en-

gineering graphis ourse. The ourse is taught in a large group instrutional setting with

5�6 setions taught per semester and 40�60 students in eah setion. Students were primarily

engineering majors (nearly 60% were mehanial engineering majors), but the ourse is also

o�ered for general eduation redit and open to all students with no pre- or o-requisites.

Table 1 displays the demographi harateristis of the 503 students who partiipated in this

study over the ourse of three onseutive semesters. The instruments used in this study are

part of a battery of assessments given near the end of the semester and ompleted eletroni-

ally.

The ourse is 15 weeks long and overs skething, engineering geometry, orthographi and

pitorial projetion, working drawings, dimensioning, assemblies, and setion and auxiliary

views. Muh of the oursework uses solid modeling (using SolidWorks) with 12 of 20 assign-

ments, multiple quizzes, and a �nal projet requiring students to be able to model 3D objets.

Students also have the opportunity to take a SolidWorks professional erti�ation exam after

they omplete the ourse. The remaining ontent is divided between hand drawing (mainly

orthographi and isometri), engineering graphis theory, and standards and onventions. The

�nal exam is 100 question, ontent-spei�, multiple hoie assessment of all ontent overed

thought the semester.

4.2. Instrumentation

No single instrument an measure an individual's pereived self-e�ay due to the task-

spei� nature of self-e�ay [5℄. Prior to this study, an instrument to measure students'

self-e�ay as it relates to three-dimensional modeling was developed [14℄; however, little

psyhometri analysis was performed. As a onstrut of great importane to the engineering

graphis and engineering eduation ommunities, it is essential that any instrument used be

able to demonstrate evidenes of reliability and validity.

The Three-Dimensional Modeling Self-E�ay (3DSE) instrument used in this study is a

8-item instrument that inludes a seven-point Likert-type sale from highest level of agreement

to lowest level of agreement. The instrument originally onsisted of 9 items; however, an item

was removed after a previous psyhometri analysis [13℄ found that the item was poorly

worded and did not represent the onstrut in question. The 8-item revised sale is below:

1. I feel that I am good at visualizing/manipulating 3D objets in spae.

2. I have on�dene in my ability to model 3D objets using omputers.

3. I am on�dent enough in my 3D modeling to help others model 3D objets.
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Table 1: Demographi harateristis of partiipants (n = 503)

n %

Gender Male 408 81.11

Female 87 17.30

Other gender identity 1 0.20

Prefer not to answer 7 1.39

Rae/Ethniity Amerian Indian or Alaska Native 2 0.40

Asian 56 11.13

Blak or Afrian Amerian 16 3.18

Hispani or Latino 20 3.98

Native Hawaiian or Other Pai� Islander 3 0.60

White 373 74.16

Other 17 3.38

Prefer not to answer/No answer 16 3.18

Class Standing Freshman 184 36.58

Sophomore 209 41.55

Junior 72 14.31

Senior 31 6.16

Other 7 1.39

Major Engineering 413 82.11

Other STEM 92 12.52

Other 55 10.93

None 13 2.58

Engineering Major Mehanial 244 58.51

(Matriulated) Aerospae 62 14.87

Civil 8 1.92

Textile 28 6.71

Eletrial/Computer 11 2.64

First year Engineering Program 14 3.36

Other Engineering Major 12 2.88

Engineering (Major not spei�ed) 31 7.43

4. I am good at �nding reative ways to model 3D objets.

5. I believe I have the talent to do well in 3D modeling.

6. I feel omfortable using 3D modeling software.

7. I feel I an ommuniate 3D objets to other peers.

The 3DSE instrument was hosen based on its general disussion of 3D modeling rather

than a reliane on spei� standards or program funtioning. In this line of inquiry, we are

not interested in students' partiular levels of ontent of software knowledge, but rather their

belief in their abilities to ommuniate in a 3D CAD ontext.
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The broad nature of the onepts, priniples, standards, onventions, and software om-

plexities related to three-dimensional modeling make a single instrument that overs all of

these onepts di�ult to develop as di�erenes in these areas and hanges over time to stan-

dards and software would require onstant revision of the instrument. As suh, this study is

foused on 3D modeling as a means of ommuniating graphially within an CAD ontext.

4.3. Validity

To address the seond researh question, whether or not the 3DSE instrument demonstrates

evidene of validity in this study, the items in the instrument were examined to �rst determine

if the 3DSE demonstrated evidene of fae validity. Fae validity is the degree to whih an

instrument appears to measure the onstruts the instrument purports to assess from the

perspetive of a partiipant [36℄. Although subjetive and often viewed as a weak form of

onstrut validity [15℄, fae validity was inluded to support the assertion that the instrument

is appropriate for measuring the onstrut of 3D modeling self-e�ay [36℄. Fae validity

relies on the likely opinion of the test taker rather than expert(s) opinion and di�ers from

ontent validity in that is not a true assessment of the onstrut(s) measured [17℄. Fae

validity is ultimately a subjetive judgment of the researher(s) regarding instruments used

[15℄ and is used, in part, to di�erentiate between the domain-spei� and non-domain-spei�

instruments used in this researh.

Seond, the partiipant's sore on the 3DSE sale results was ompared to their �nal exam,

projet, and ourse grades to examine any relationships as evidene of onurrent validity.

Evidene of onurrent validity exists if the �nal exam, projet, and ourse grades orrelate

with the 3DSE sale [17℄.

Lastly, evidene of disriminant validity was determined by omparing the relationship

between the students' sores on the 3DSE sale to the students' sores on the Self-E�ay

of Learning (SEL) instrument [17℄. Sine, theoretially, self-e�ay instruments need to be

domain spei� [5℄, a omparison of these two instruments should show low or non-existent

orrelations between them.

4.4. Exploratory fator analysis

To examine the underlying fator struture of the 3DSE sale, an exploratory fator analysis

(EFA) was onduted. EFA is also used to eliminate items poorly orrelated with the desired

fator, redue the number of items in the instrument, and reate a parsimonious assessment

that aptures the desired onstrut [11, 17℄. For this study, the goal is to understand the

attributes related to three-dimensional modeling self-e�ay as they relate to aademi out-

omes in an introdutory engineering graphis ourse. As suh, EFA was hosen over priniple

omponent analysis (PCA) beause PCA is desired more for its role in item redution and

fator extration rather than an investigation of the underlying fator struture [11℄.

Before onduting the EFA, the adequay of the sample was evaluated. The literature

reommends a minimum of 300 partiipants, and the ratio of respondents to variables should

be 10:1 [37℄. This study has a sample size of 503 partiipants, well above the reommended

minimum size for EFA. The sampling adequay was also assessed to determine if the inter-

item orrelations were suitable for EFA [11℄. An examination of the instruments orrelation

matrix was performed to ensure that the orrelation matrix is not an identity matrix and that

all items orrelate with at least one other item with an r value of at least .30 [11, 37℄.
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Additionally, sampling adequay was assessed using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) or-

relation. KMO orrelation values above .60 were regarded as su�ient to ontinue with an

EFA [11℄. Similarly, the examination of the orrelation matrix for inter-item orrelation an

be performed using Bartlett's test of spheriity. Bartlett's test of spheriity produes a hi-

square output that, if signi�ant, indiates the orrelation matrix is not an identity matrix

[11℄. If Bartlett's test of spheriity and the KMO orrelation results indiate sampling ade-

quay and the lak of an identity matrix, the EFA an be performed on the data. Beause

of the objetivity of Bartlett's test of spheriity and KMO orrelations rather than �eye-

balling� the orrelation matrix, Stata 14 was used to ondut these two tests to determine

the appropriateness of the data for EFA.

4.5. Determination of fators

Several onsiderations were present in the deision as to whih fators to retain to investigate

the latent onstruts in the instrument. Common methods for identi�ation of fators to

retain inlude Kaiser's riterion, sree test, a priori knowledge, total variane extrated, and

parallel analysis [11, 17, 37℄. There is no better method of fator retention determination,

and it has been desribed as being more art than siene with the triangulation of several

methods of analysis being ommon pratie [37℄.

A priori knowledge of the instruments, onstruts of interest, and the ontext in whih

the study was onduted were important fators in the analysis of the fator loadings and

determining whih fators to retain. Kaiser's riterion, whih reommends fators with eigen-

values greater than 1.00 were retained, is the most ommon method in determining fator

retention [11, 37℄. The sree test (analysis of the sree plot), so named as an analogy to roks

and boulders staking up at the bottom of a li�, is a graphial method of fator retention

analysis and is omprised of the eigenvalues plotted on an x-y axis [37℄. The point in the

sree plot where the vertial omponent of the urve straightens out and beomes horizontal

is referred to as the �elbow� and all fators at or before that point should be retained [37℄.

These two methods of analysis were the primary method of analysis used in determining the

number of fators retained in this study.

4.6. Regression analysis

Correlation analysis was used to determine the existene of the relationship between 3DSE and

SEL and student aademi outomes under the assumption that both self-e�ay measures

would orrelate signi�antly with the outome measures but not with eah other [5℄. To

aount for potential di�erenes in grades that may be related to the individual ourse setion

in whih they were enrolled, a group-mean transformation was applied to the sores for �nal

ourse, exam, and projet grades whereby the sores were mean entered within the individual

ourse setion rather than the average aross all setions [27℄.

To determine the e�et a student's level of 3DSE, a regression analysis was employed.

Regression analysis is used to examine the relationship between an independent or preditor

variable and a dependent or riterion variable [34℄. For this study, the partiipants' mean

sores on the 3DSE sale were the preditor (independent) variables used in the analysis with

the �nal ourse, projet, and exam grades as the riterion (dependent) variables.
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4.7. Reliability

Reliability (internal onsisteny) is the degree to whih sale items within an instrument are

interorrelated, providing evidene of a ommonly related onstrut [34℄. The most ommon

method for determining the internal onsisteny of an instrument is to determine the oe�-

ient alpha, ommonly referred to as Cronbah's alpha [15℄. Cronbah's alpha an be used

to examine the unidimensionality of an instrument and, when oupled with fator analysis,

an provide further evidene of a sale's unidimensionality [33℄. Values ranging from 0.70 to

0.95 were onsidered to be su�ient to onsider an instrument reliable [15℄. For this study,

an alpha of 0.70 was used as a minimum value to determine reliability.

5. Findings

Item level desriptive statistis for the 3DSE sale are displayed in Table 2. Stata 14 was

used to analyze the data in this study.

Table 2: Item level statistis for the 3DSE sale

Item n M SD

1 503 5.53 1.04

2 503 5.73 .90

3 503 5.47 1.14

4 503 5.41 1.16

5 503 5.59 1.18

6 503 5.66 1.07

7 503 5.50 1.11

8 503 5.45 1.16

Mean Sore 503 5.54 .90

5.1. Exploratory fator analysis

5.1.1. Fatorability

Toward investigating the underlying fator struture of the 3DSE sale and addressing the �rst

researh question, an exploratory fator analysis was onduted. The initial step in EFA is

to determine the adequay of the sample. To aomplish this, three methods of analysis were

used: an examination of the orrelation matrix, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of

sampling adequay, and Bartlett's test of spheriity. Table 3 displays the orrelation matrix.

Analysis of the orrelations revealed that all nine items signi�antly orrelated with at least

one other item with a minimum oe�ient of .30 [11℄.

An examination of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequay suggested the

sample was adequate for fatoring (KMO= .80) and Bartlett's test of spheriity was signi�ant

(χ2(36) = 233.452, p < .001) indiating the sample was not an identity matrix. These two

measures, ombined with the analysis of the orrelation matrix, support the fatorability of

the sample [11℄.
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Table 3: Correlation matrix for the 3DSE sale

Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 �

2 .62 �

3 .61 .76 �

4 .57 .65 .68 �

5 .63 .68 .71 .70 �

6 .58 .72 .71 .60 .69 �

7 .60 .72 .74 .72 .71 .74 �

8 .59 .61 .68 .61 .65 .61 .70 �

Note: All orrelation oe�ients are signi�ant at p < .05 level.

5.1.2. Fator determination

One the fatorability of the sample was determined, an EFA was onduted to determine

the number of fators underlying the 3DSE sale. The results of the EFA for the eight-item

sale an be found in Table 4.

Table 4: Fator loadings from exploratory fator analysis: uniqueness, eigenvalues, and per-

entages of variane for the 3D modeling self-e�ay sale

Fator Loading

Item 1 2 3 Communality

1 .72 .13 .03 .54

2 .83 -.16 .02 .71

3 .84 -.07 -.06 .71

4 .77 .10 .04 .61

5 .81 .10 .08 .67

6 .80 -.16 .04 .67

7 .85 .13 -.05 .73

8 .73 .11 -.10 .56

Eigenvalue 5.05 .11 .03

% of Variane 63.14 1.44 .34

Note: Trae of orrelation matrix as the divisor.

Using Kaiser's riterion, fators with eigenvalues greater than 1.00 were retained [37℄. To

on�rm this method, the total variane explained was also examined. Fator one explains

90.41% of the variane in the sample; greater than our determination riteria of .75 [8℄. Both

methods suggest a single fator struture for the 3DSE sale. The single fator solution is

displayed in Table 5.
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Table 5: Single fator loading from exploratory fator analysis: ommunality, eigenvalues,

and perentages of variane for the 3D modeling self-e�ay sale

Item Fator Loading Communality

1 .72 .52

2 .83 .68

3 .84 .70

4 .77 .59

5 .81 .65

6 .80 .65

7 .85 .72

8 .73 .54

Eigenvalue 5.05

% of Variane 63.14

Note: Trae of orrelation matrix as the divisor.

5.1.3. Validity

Toward addressing the seond researh question�Is there evidene of validity in the domain-

spei� 3DSE sale?�a multiple linear regression analysis was performed. Prior to the re-

gression analysis, the dependent variables of student �nal exam, projet, and ourse grades

were group mean-entered. The preditor variables (3DSE and SEL) were regressed on to the

dependent variables using Stata 14. A partial orrelational analysis was also performed using

both preditor and dependent variables (Table 6.).

Table 6: Interorrelations for preditor variables and student grades

3DSE SEL

Final

ourse grade

Final

projet grade

Final

exam grade

3DSE �

SEL .49** �

Final ourse grade .27** .13** �

Final projet grade .18** .09** .70** �

Final exam grade .19** .06 .61** .26** �

Note. **Signi�ant at p < .001 level. *Signi�ant at p < .05 level.

Variables for student grades were group-mean entered.

Partial orrelation analysis revealed signi�ant positive assoiations between the variables

of the 3DSE sale and students' �nal ourse, projet and exam grades. The SEL sale has a

statistially signi�ant orrelation with students' �nal ourse and �nal projet grades; how-

ever, no statistially signi�ant orrelations were found between the SEL sale and students'

�nal exam grade. Both self-e�ay sales used in this study indiated a statistially positive

orrelation with eah other, r = .49, p < .001. The signi�ant orrelation found between the

two self-e�ay instruments is remarkable in that it is ontrary to Bandura's [5℄ assertion
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that both self-e�ay measures would orrelate signi�antly with the outome measures but

not with eah other.

To address the third researh question�What e�et does a student's 3DSE have on

their aademi outomes in an undergraduate introdutory engineering graphis ourse?�and

investigate evidene of disriminant validity, the preditor variables were analyzed and their

ombined e�et on student �nal exam, projet, and ourse grades were alulated and are

displayed in Table 7. For student �nal ourse grades, the preditor variables explained 6.82%

of the total variane, R2

adj = .0682, F (2, 500) = 19.37, p < .001. For student �nal projet

grades, the preditor variables explained 2.92% of the total variane, R2

adj = .0292, F (2, 500) =
8.56, p < .001. For student �nal exam grades, the preditor variables explained 3.43% of the

total variane, R2

adj = .0343, F (1, 501) = 18.84, p < .001. It should be noted that simple

linear regression�with only the 3DSE sore as a preditor variable�as used for the students'

exam grade due to the lak of a statistially signi�ant orrelation (with α = .05) between
student exam sores and their sore on the SEL sale, r = .06, p = .160.

Table 7: Results of the Regression Analysis for the 3DSE and SEL sales

Aademi Outomes t p β F df p R2

adj

Final ourse grade Overall model 19.37 500 <.001 .068

3DSE 5.43 <.001 1.85

SEL -.010 .994 -.002

Final projet grade Overall model 8.56 500 <.001 .029

3DSE 3.59 <.001 1.84

SEL .02 .980 .009

Final exam grade Overall model 18.84 501 <.001 .034

3DSE 4.34 <.001 1.77

There is signi�ant dependene of 3DSE on students' �nal ourse grades (b = 1.85,
t(500) = 5.34, p < .001), �nal projet grades (b = 1.84, t(500) = 3.59, p < .001), and �-

nal exam grades (b = 1.77, t(501) = 4.34, p < .001). For instane, every point inrease in the

3DSE in a student partiipating in the introdutory engineering graphis ourse used in this

study, their �nal ourse grade an be expeted to be 1.85 points greater, their �nal projet

to be 1.84 points greater, and their �nal exam grade to be 1.77 points greater than the lass

average.

The SEL sale did not display any statistially signi�ant impat when inluded in the

multiple regression model with 3DSE for the students' �nal ourse grade, b = −.002, t(500) =
−.01, p = .994 or �nal projet grade, b = .01, t(500) = .02, p = .980. The �nal exam

grade was not inluded in the regression model that inluded the SEL sale due to its lak of

statistially signi�ant orrelation between the two variables.

5.1.4. Reliability

The reliability of the 3DSE sale was determined using Cronbah's alpha statisti to address

the researh question, �Is the domain-spei� 3DSE sale reliable? � Based on the stated

threshold of .70 [15℄, the eight-item 3DSE sale is reliable (α = .94) with an average inter-

item ovariane of .83.
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6. Disussion

There exists a quanti�able need to examine di�erent approahes to improving the rates of

student retention and persistene within the engineering eduation pipeline. Non-ognitive

fators, suh as self-e�ay, were positively assoiated with fators suh as persistene and re-

tention in eduation [26℄. In this study, three-dimensional modeling self-e�ay was examined

in the ontext of three-dimensional modeling as this skill is a ore omponent in engineering

graphis eduation whih is, in turn, a key element of engineering eduation. The dearth

of spei� researh into this spei� domain also meant that there were no domain-spei�

self-e�ay instruments as required to aurately assess the onstrut [4℄. As suh, the psy-

hometri properties of the 3DSE sale were examined among students in an undergraduate

introdutory engineering graphis ourse. As a seondary objetive, this investigation also

looked at what, if any, impat a student's 3DSE had on major aademi outomes in the

ourse. Toward these goals, 503 students took both the 3DSE and SEL assessments. Their

sores on these assessments were then ompared to their �nal ourse, projet, and exam

grades. The SEL sale was not the primary measure in this study but used to determine

whether evidene of disriminant validity exists.

The 3DSE sale demonstrates strong evidene of reliability among the population used

in this study. An alpha of 0.70 was used as a minimum value to determine reliability in this

study and a Cronbah's alpha oe�ient of .94 was alulated.

Further investigation into the psyhometri properties of the 3DSE sale was needed

beyond reliability. To examine the instrument further, an exploratory fator analysis was

employed to assess the underlying fator struture. As noted previously, analysis of the 3DSE

sale reveals that the instrument measures a single onstrut.

Sine self-e�ay and its measurement are domain spei� [4℄ the 3DSE sale was om-

pared to a self-e�ay sale designed to assess general aademi self-e�ay. Although these

two sales showed moderate and statistially signi�ant assoiation r = .49, regression anal-

ysis learly shows 3DSE has a signi�ant ontributing role in a student's grades, a student's

SEL had little or no impat on aademi outomes. That is not to say that general SEL does

not play a role in aademi outomes; in this study, the impat is negligible. It does, however,

provide evidene of disriminant validity.

A student's 3DSE explains approximately 7% of the variane in their �nal ourse grade

in this study. Although a small ontribution to aademi performane, it is in keeping with

other self-e�ay studies [28℄. Student soures of self-e�ay and methods by whih to

reate interventions aimed at improving performane, retention, or persistene were beyond

the sope of this study. What is of relevane is that the results of the 3DSE sale are onsistent

with other self-e�ay measures used in other studies and this onsisteny serves to provide

evidene of the validity of the instrument within the ontext of this study.

When the evidene of reliability, fae validity, single underlying fator struture, disrimi-

nant validity, and onsisteny with other self-e�ay studies are viewed olletively, the data

from the 3DSE demonstrate sound psyhometri properties and evidene of onstrut validity.

It should be noted that this study alone, along with a lak of analysis into fators related

to the instrument's onvergent validity with the onstrut of self-e�ay, does not provide

enough evidene to support a laim of onstrut validity even with the desribed evidenes.

Construt validity is a high bar and more study is needed in this area.
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7. Limitations and future study

Several limitations prevent a deisive onlusion being drawn onerning the psyhometri

soundness of the 3DSE sale. This researh was onduted in a highly ranked land-grant uni-

versity with a heavy engineering fous. Admission requirements limit the available population

to those students who generally performed above average in both high shool oursework and

SAT sores. Further study using a more aademially diverse population is needed to gain a

greater understanding of the psyhometri properties of the instrument used.

The population in this study is also not diverse with respet to rae/ethniity or gender.

Both of these groups are underrepresented in engineering, and deeper study of the non-

ognitive fators related to their partiipation in engineering is needed. This instrument

may provide insight into the lak of minority partiipation in engineering; however, further

validation is needed to properly assess the 3DSE instrument and its use with these populations.

The lak of diversity with respet to gender may have to do with the ourse itself, more

spei�ally, the engineering majors who take it. In this study, on 17% of the students were

female versus 42% of the engineering students in the university. This may have to do with

the heavy weighting of mehanial engineering students who were predominately male. The

proportions of male and female students were similar to those found in engineering graphis

ourses at other institutions [10℄. The ethni demographis were similar to institutional

engineering student demographis.

Self-e�ay is only one non-ognitive fator, and three-dimensional modeling is only one

part of engineering graphis and represents an even smaller share of engineering eduation.

Further instrument development toward gaining a more omplete piture of the non-ognitive

fators related to aademi suess and persistene in engineering graphis and engineering

eduation as a whole. Although this study provides some insight, it o�ers no solution to a

problem that has been identi�ed as one of national import.

8. Conlusion

This study examined a Three-Dimensional Modeling Self-E�ay instrument within an in-

trodutory engineering graphis eduation ontext. There is evidene of sound psyhometri

properties with the data used in this study but further investigation with other populations

at more diverse universities is needed to paint a more omprehensive piture of the 3DSE.

Both deeper and broader investigation into the psyhometris is needed as well as further

development of a omprehensive instrument to measure the non-ognitive fators of students

in engineering graphis eduation. This instrument provides another tool by whih to under-

stand better student performane and potentially develop and assess interventions direted at

inreasing the aademi outomes and 3D modeling abilities of students in a �eld that shows

both inreasing demand and importane as we ontinue into the 21st-entury.
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